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Lasers have become an integral part of our daily life in the late 1980s with the invention of CDs and optical drives. Since that time we have known that lasers can be very useful. We are also aware that their light is not always visible to the eye, but is capable of causing serious injury to a direct hit.
It is not an exaggeration to say that laser technology, which emerged in the middle of the twentieth century, has played the same decisive role in the development of mankind as electricity and radio. The invention of lasers has facilitated new discoveries in industry, medicine, and various scientific fields, from genetic engineering to nanotechnology [2].  
In science fiction, lasers are nearly always used as a weapon of destruction.  In the real world, lasers correct people’s eyesight, remove tattoos and operate CD players.  In the movies, lasers are more likely to destroy a space ship than be shown as a force for good.  But at the STFC Central Laser Facility (​http:​/​​/​www.stfc.ac.uk​/​585.aspx" \o "Central Laser Facility​), these concentrated beams of electromagnetic radiation can help us understand more about our environment, diagnose and treat diseases, produce potential new energy sources and even prevent terrorism 
Lasers (Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of Radiation) are made up of light waves that are in phase with each other - all travelling in the same direction and usually all one wavelength.  First proposed by Einstein in 1917, laser technology has evolved into a huge variety of fields, with applications reaching almost every aspect of society.  Lasers are not only part of our everyday life - they are helping to improve our lives as well [1].


Fig. 1 – Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation

Laser light is made up of only one color of light concentrated into a narrow band of frequencies. This property is called monochromaticity. Laser light also has directionality; that is, it concentrates in a narrow beam and travels in one direction. A third characteristic is coherence. The waves of a laser travel in step with one another like the members of a marching band. The force created by all the members putting a foot down at the same time is much stronger than random steps at different times. Likewise, the force of the signal or pulse from the coherent beam of light is more powerful than that of any single wave.
These properties make lasers useful in many ways. The directionality of laser light allows it to travel great distances and remain intense. It can be focused to drill holes or weld metal. The monochromaticity of laser light makes it useful in the analysis of chemicals based on the patterns of light each element absorbs. The coherence of laser light makes it useful in measuring distances with extreme accuracy in surveying, missile tracking, and in creating three-dimensional photography (holography) [3]. 
Today, hundreds of lasers serve in thousands of ways. In medicine, they can destroy some cancer cells, seal detached retinas in the human eye, and perform bloodless and reconstructive surgery. In telecommunications they transmit millions of television channels and provide secure communications systems. They act as range finders or survey instruments. They can measure vast distances, and track and dock spaceships. Lasers can guide gigantic machines that bore tunnels in hard rock. They may check the motion of the earth crust. They can cut, drill, and weld metals. Lasers make it possible to create holograms, or three-dimensional images. Holograms on charge cards and identification cards make them less easy to forge. Holography gives clear underwater pictures and lets pilots see their instruments without looking down at them. Holography lets physicians view broken bones, human organs, and the back of the eye [3
Laser technology has for a long time been used in military applications. Of course, this is not some exotic laser weapon from a science fiction movie, but rather basic rangefinders and target designators; equipment for aerospace navigation; and aircraft defense systems from guided missiles. Currently, only optic suppression laser systems provide reliable and effective defense against modern man-portable air defense systems (MANPADS).
Laser technology is also being developed for potential future missions to measure ozone and other greenhouse gases, which are main contributors to global warming and cooling, as well as in cosmetology and laser therapy.
Lasers have also proved their usefulness in non-practical applications, especially in the realm of art and entertainment. First and foremost a laser beam is a wand of light; and light itself can be beautiful as well as practical. The sight of a deep red sunset or multicolored rainbow often inspires feelings of happiness, romance, and even awe. For centuries artists have tried to reproduce light's beauty in paintings, and inventors have given artists mechanical tools such as the camera, which uses light to create art that is entertaining (as in the motion picture) as well as beautiful. Because the laser produces a special kind of light, early in the laser era people realized its potential to create special kinds of art and entertainment. And today, lasers are involved in almost all aspects of these fields, from "light shows" to c ompact d iscs (CDs) and d igital v ideo d iscs (DVDs), to special effects in the movies [4].
The world should be grateful that in more modern direction of its development is determined by the invention of the laser 50 years ago. The laser is so penetrated into our lives that we now cannot imagine it with another.
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